The first Go Zika Go Workshop!

Workshop Report
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1. Symposium, with theoretical training components, was given by lecturers from Brazil (Egmar Longo, UFRN-FACISA; Nívia Arraes - UFRN; Kalyana Eduardo- INSTITUTO SANTOS DUMOND; Ana Carolina de Campos - UFSCAR; Marina Junqueira and Beatriz Vieira- NGO NOSSA CASA; Joanna Passos- NGO ABRACO MICROCEFALIA; Estela Gazetta and Saulo Passos - FACULTY OF MEDICINE OF JUNDIAÍ-SP), and of the World (Ros Livingstone - University of British Columbia-Canada; Samuel Logan-Oregon State University-USA; Michelle Dischino- Central University-USA; Connecticut State University-USA; Heather Feldner-University of Washington-USA; Andrea Baraldi-University of Delaware-USA; Lisbeth Nilson- LundUniversity-Sweden). The theoretical symposium https://sigeventos.ufrn.br/evento/gozikago/principal/view was broadcast live through UFRN-FACISA's Youtube Channel. 145 participants enrolled (49 from RN, 36 from SP, 27 from MG, 6 from PB, 6 from RJ, 4 from RS, 3 from PE, 1 from AL, 1 from SE, 1 from MA, 1 from PA, 1 ES, AP 1 and Spain 1. The contents can be viewed through the following links: Day 1, Day 2. The transmissions of the first one have already reached 720 reproductions and 404 of the second day. The partnership with the IFRN to carry out the First Workshop was published on the Institute's website.

2. Practical workshop, which was restricted in terms of external audiences, due to COVID-19's sanitary control measures. It brought together professors of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering from IFRN - Santa Cruz campus, Professors and Students of the Master's Degree in Rehabilitation Sciences at UFRN-FACISA and Physiotherapists from the School of Physiotherapy Clinic of the same institution. At the time, modifications were started on the first 4 motorized toy cars (3 mini tractors and 1 mini jeep). In the picture it is possible to observe part of the team, children with SCZ and family members who participated in the First Workshop Go Zika Go.